INTRODUCTION
For magnetic data processing and interpretation, it is generally assumed that the magnetization direction of the underground magnetic body and the main magnetic field direction are the same one. But in oceanic crust, the residual magnetism effect should not be disregarded and make the magnetic anomaly interpretation difficult. Fortunately, the MMTs have been suggested as an approach in magnetic anomaly data processing with its independence or weak dependence on the magnetism direction (Stavrev, 2000; Liu, 2011) . Processing of the magnetic data in oceanic area with use of the MMTs could be more efficient and reliable.
The geological boundaries in the geology and geophysics study, usually refers to the geological faults, the contact zones of different rock mass or some other geological structures with different densities or susceptibility. Thus the variation of the potential field data can be used for analysing the identification of geological boundaries, which is correlated with the derivative of the data. Hood and McClure (1965) used the vertical derivatives of gravity anomaly to detect edges of geological bodies. Cordell (1979) proposed the total horizontal gradient method, and Marson and Klingele (1993) used vertical gradient interpreting the 3-D gravity anomaly.
For the mid-ocean ridges, the hydrothermal activities are mainly in the fracture zones which could proved passageways for the sulfides minerals (Spiess et al., 1980; Li et al., 2008) . A analysis of the magnetic anomalies distribution of the mid-ocean ridge area and extraction information of the fractures distribution from the magnetic data can offer a certain useful way for understanding the mineral deposit distribution.
The SWIR, located at the southwest branch of the inverted 'Y' shape India Ocean Ridge, with an SW-NE trend ( Zhang et al., 2012) , is a typical ultra-slow spreading ridge (Figure1). 
SUMMARY
Seafloor hydrothermal sulfide deposits occurring at plate boundaries and convergent plate boundaries, are mainly concentrated in extensional tectonic belt with abundant fault structure, which is always correlated with the severe potential field signals changes. Considering the common magnetic anomaly components cannot reflect the field sources correctly as magnetic field around the ocean ridges is extremely infected by the residual magnetism, based on the obvious superiority of the magnitude magnetic transforms (MMTs) centricity and low dependence on the magnetization vector direction, we used the MMTs for geological boundaries identification. We improved the Tilt derivative method to indentify the boundaries of the geological structure on the basis of both the MMTs E and R, and find that the MMTs E combined with the improved Tilt derivative method performs better . We applicant this method in the 49° E zone (48E52E ，-39S-37S) of the Southwest India Ridge (SWIR), with the help of the 2-arc minute high resolution magnetic model EMAG2, the fault system distribution of the study area was obtained and described primarily.
For the study area SWIR 49° E zone, the in situ magnetic measurements were quite limited and not homogeneous distributed, we use the EMAG2 gridded data which was a global magnetic model with a resolution 2-arc minute (http://geomag.org/models/emag2.html) for this study. After making synthetic example of the MMTs combined with the improved Tilt derivative method developed this study, we then use the EMAG2 data and the improved Tilt derivative geological boundaries identification method to get the fracture system distribution of the study area.
METHOD AND SYNTHETIC EXAMPLE
Based on the intensity of the magnetic anomaly T a , Stavrev and Gerovska (2000) proposed five kinds of MMTs, showing as blow:
where, F ax , F ay and F az are the derivatives of the three components F a (F a =X a , Y a , Z a ) in the direction of x, y and z axis, respectively.
In potential field data processing, the gradient with maximum values always reflect the boundaries of the geological and could therefore be used to identify the boundary information, and then help to interpret the fault structures in the study area. Miller and Singh (1994) proposed the Tilt Derivative method, and define it as T dr-1 with the expression:
It is insensitive with the depth of the field source for the Tilt derivative, and it can detect the boundaries of both deep and shallow field source, widely used in potential field boundaries identification. In order to decrease the effect from the source depth on the field source boundaries and to enhance the effectiveness for the boundaries identification in area with flattening anomaly variation, we improve the equation (7), as T dr-2 :
where, T/x is the derivative of the total magnetism field T in the x direction, T/y the derivative of the total magnetism field T in the y direction, T/z the derivative of the total magnetism field T in the vertical direction. If the T dr-2 is less than zero, the T dr-2 is ordered with the value 0, and the value of the T dr-2 remains unchanged if the T dr-2 greater than or equal to 0, through which the improved Title derivative boundary identification method is obtained.
In this study we make synthetic example to select the most suitable MMTs and then based on the selected MMTs to verify the advantage of the improved Tilt derivative method taken on the MMTs E. The combined models (No.1-7) with upright rectangular were designed, the model parameters are shown in Column 1 to 5 present each model's number, geometrical parameters, depth, angles of declination A and inclination I of the magnetization.
Assuming the magnetic models are in the magnetic field with a magnetic intensity 5.010 Compared with the MMTs R, the MMTs E performs well in better suppressing the influence of residual magnetism and characterizing the abnormal magnetic body boundaries.
APPLICATION IN SWIR 49° E AREA
Located between the Indomed Fault (45° E) and the Gallieni Fault (52° E~53° E), the magnetic anomalies distribution of the SWIR 49° E (Figure 3) show a typical residual magnetization character of the oceanic crust and with features of the magnetic stripe the spreading ocean ridge, the magnetic anomaly maps can just describe the anomalies' roughly distribution and trend characteristics. There may be not strict symmetry for the magnetic sensitivity distribution along with the ocean ridge, which is may reduced by the shear dislocation of the fractures during the ultra-slow asymmetric spreading. It shows a vast area of low magnetic gravity in the study area.
Figure3. The magnetic anomaly T distribution in the SWIR 49° E area.
Using the improved Tilt derivative method, the fracture structure features are extracted with the processing of the E magnitude transformed from the magnetic anomaly intensity, and the results is shown in Figure 4 . Based on the boundary identification results, we give the fracture systems in the SWIR 49° E zone ( Figure 5 ). It shows 30 faults in the study area and mostly with a trend NEE, parallel to the mid-ocean ridges border, most of the faults correlated with the positive and negative magnetic anomalies strips formed with the spreading of the oceanic crust. Moreover, the existed relatively messy lineaments structure may caused by the small, deeply buried anomalies border or geological faulting due to tectonic activity in this region.
CONCLUSIONS
The MMTs prevent the difficulty of data processing and interpretation caused by the deviation between the magnetic body magnetization direction and the IGRF direction. MMTs E and R are more focusing upon the magnetic bodies from the results of the synthetic tests.
The synthetic model tests of this study also indicate that the improved Tilt derivative method we developed performs better in taking geological boundary identification than the Tilt derivative method based on the significant advantages of the MMTs. Comparisons between different MMTs E and R shows that the improved Tilt derivative method combined with the E of the MMTs is appropriate.
By the method developed in this study, the faults distribution of the SWIR 49° E area obtained show a clear feature of the complex geological structure in the multiple-metal sulfide growth area with 30 faults, which provide channels for seafloor hydrothermal activity. Considering the resolution of the magnetic data, it just reflects the large-scale fracture structure exactly.
